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216 — Gratitude Practices That Will Make You Happy 

Welcome to The Verywell Mind Podcast! I’m Amy Morin, editor-in-chief of Verywell 

Mind. I’m also a psychotherapist and a best-selling author of four books on mental 

strength.  

You’re listening to the Friday Fix! Every Friday, I share a quick mental strength strategy 

that can help fix the thoughts, feelings, and actions that can hold you back in life. 

And the fun part is we record the show from a sailboat in the Florida Keys! 

Don’t forget to subscribe to us on your favorite platform so you can get mental strength 

tips delivered to you every single week.  

Now let’s dive into today’s episode! 

It’s that time of year when a lot of people talk about being thankful for things in their 

lives. But gratitude shouldn’t just be reserved for holidays. It’s something we can 

incorporate into our daily lives and it makes our lives much better.  

In fact, I think gratitude is a superpower. It’s free, it only takes a couple of minutes, and 

it can have huge benefits.  

Research shows gratitude can make you happier. Grateful people tend to be 25% 

happier overall. Gratitude can also make you more likely to take care of your health. 

Grateful people also tend to live longer.  
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Gratitude may also make you more outgoing, less lonely, more compassionate, and 

more helpful which means you’ll likely enjoy better relationships with other people. 

Finally, studies show just writing down three things you’re grateful for before going to 

bed can help you enjoy better quality sleep. 

So now that you know gratitude is good for you, how do you actually practice it? Well, 

I’ve talked about gratitude before. Way back in episode 20, I shared how to use 

gratitude to build mental strength. In that episode I share some specific gratitude 

practices, like creating a gratitude jar or starting a gratitude ritual.  

All of those things can work really well. 

But those are different from what I’m talking about today. In that episode I share how to 

be grateful for all the things in your life. Today I’m talking about how to be grateful for 

the people in your life.  

Being grateful for the people in your life can help you enjoy healthier relationships and it 

can also help you manage your emotions better when you find yourself trying to get 

along with difficult people.  

Sharing your gratitude with someone else can also have a huge impact on their lives. 

You never know what someone is struggling with and if you show them a little gratitude, 

you might reduce their stress and help them feel good too. 

Here are five ways to be grateful for the people you have in your life:  

 

1. Think about the person, not the gift. 

You might have written a thank you note to someone thanking them for a gift before. 

That can be a good way to drum up some gratitude. 

But if you really want to conjure up more gratitude, think about the person who gave you 

the gift. Imagine them shopping for you or making the homemade gift that they got you. 
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How does it feel to know that this person spent time and money on you? Thinking about 

the person, not just the gift, may help you feel even more grateful and it may help you 

feel more connected to that person. 

2. Write in a journal about people you are grateful for. 
 

It’s one thing to think about people you feel grateful for, but you can take this to next 

level just by writing it down. Seeing the names of friends and family members can really 

solidify to your brain how fortunate you are to have them in your life. 

 

Of course, you might not know the names of everyone you are grateful for. Some days 

you might be grateful for the stranger who smiled at you when you were in line or for the 

cashier who made small talk that brightened your day. 

 

And if you really want to challenge yourself, think about some of the difficult people in 

your life and why you might also be grateful for them. 

 

That colleague that you struggle to get along with might be teaching you patience. Or 

that family member who says rude things might be helping you learn how to set better 

boundaries. This is tough to do sometimes–we want difficult people to change their 

behavior. But focusing on a reason why you’re grateful this person is in your life can 

help you focus on what you can learn from them. 

 

That doesn’t mean you have to pretend you love every aspect of spending time with that 

person. But it does mean you can remind yourself that there are lessons you can be 

grateful for even when it’s hard. 

 

You can also be grateful for people who are no longer part of your life. Maybe you had 

fun times with your friends in college but you’ve lost touch over the years. Or maybe you 

had a relationship a few years back that didn’t last but you’re grateful that person came 

into your life for a while. Being grateful for the people who you’ve learned from, had 
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good times with, and who have challenged you can remind you that you have likely 

come across a lot of different people in your life–and you will likely come across a lot 

more.  

 

3. Send messages of gratitude. 
 

A really simple way to express gratitude could involve sending one message of 

gratitude out every day. 

 

You might text a friend and tell them you were just thinking about something they did in 

the past that was kind and how grateful you are to have them in your life. Or text a 

family member just to say you appreciate them. 

 

You don’t necessarily have to know people personally to thank them. Send a social 

media message to someone you appreciate–like a celebrity or a musician whose work 

has touched you. Thank them for the work they do. 

 

You might even challenge yourself to thank one person every day for a month and see 

what happens to your life. You might find that you feel better and enjoy better 

connections with other people. 

 

4. Write a gratitude letter. 
 

Take your messages of gratitude up a notch (or 20 notches) by writing a letter to 

someone you feel grateful for. 

 

Maybe you’re grateful you had a wonderful fourth grade teacher who changed your life. 

Or maybe you’re grateful to a friend who was there for you when you really needed it. 

 

Write a letter about what they mean to you, how they helped you, and why they’re so 

important to you. 
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Then, send them the letter. 

 

If you’re really brave, read them the letter.  

 

I know that can feel awkward to do. But when you step and think about it, it seems a 

little silly. Why should we feel awkward reading kind things to someone about them? 

You might worry you don’t mean as much to them or you might worry that they’re going 

to think you’re weird. But I bet the only thing they’ll be thinking about is how nice it is to 

hear those nice things about themselves and they’ll be happy to know they made a 

positive impact. 

 

After all, sometimes people who changed our lives might not even know that they did it. 

It might be a kind word that someone said at just the right moment. Or it might be 

someone who helped you with something when you needed help the most–but they 

may not have any idea how important that was to you until you tell them. 

 

5. Express gratitude in each conversation with loved ones. 
 

You can also make it a habit to express gratitude in your regular conversations. Before 

hanging up the phone with a loved one say, “Thank you for calling.” Or when someone 

texts you, thank them for reaching out or for inviting you to do something. 

 

Tell your kids what why you’re grateful for them when you’re reading bedtime stories. Or 

tell your partner why you’re grateful for them each morning before work. 

 

There’s something so powerful about being grateful for the people you have in your life. 

It can help you form better connections with others and also help you become a better 

version of yourself. 
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Gratitude could be a great 30-day challenge. I talked about 30 day challenges on 

episode 210. Go back and listen to that episode if you’re curious to learn more about 

challenges. I think that if you made it a 30 day challenge to show gratitude toward other 

people, you’ll find that you feel a lot better by the end of the month. But you won’t know 

until you try. 

 

It’s easy right about now to think about all the ways in which people are rude, annoying, 

lazy, and entitled. But dwelling on thoughts like that will cause you to become one of 

those people too. 

 

Focusing on your gratitude toward others will help you become a kind, compassionate, 

genuine person. Don’t worry, that doesn’t mean you need to become a doormat. You 

can be grateful and still have healthy boundaries. But practicing gratitude will also 

improve your psychological well-being. You’ll become a happier person and quite often, 

that happiness has a ripple effect on those around you.  

 

If there’s someone you’re grateful for, share this show with them! Simply sharing a link 

to this episode could help someone feel better and grow stronger. 

 

Do you want free access to my online course? It’s called “10 Mental Strength Exercises 

That Will Help You Reach Your Greatest Potential.” To get your free pass, all you have 

to do is leave us a review on Apple Podcasts or Spotify. Then, send us a screenshot of 

your review. Our email address is podcast@verywell.com. We’ll reply with your all-

access pass to the course. 

 

Thank you for hanging out with me today and listening to The Verywell Mind Podcast! 

And as always, a big thank you to my show’s producer who I’m grateful was willing to 

record my audiobook four years ago because that’s how we met), Nick Valentin. 


